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Vacation homes#360° Cover for household contents, jewelry, valuables & buildings

Mission
Enjoy your lifestyle in your vacation residence without worries and be-
nefit from an insurance concept that includes coverage of household 
contents, art, jewelry, watches and valuables in a single policy. All-risk 
insurance covers all potential risks that are not explicitly excluded by the 
terms of the insurer.

Team of Experts
Individual solutions

The protection of high-quality assets abroad requires individual solutions. 
As a specialized insurance brokerage, we understand your special require-
ments. Our excellent access to all specialized insurers in Germany makes 
it possible for us to offer you custom-tailored coverage concepts for your 
particular lifestyle.

Excellent service

We assist you in determining a sufficient insured sum for high-quality 
household contents, valuables, jewelry, watches, art and residences. You 
receive sound advice that is tailored to the special requirements of your 
personal assets. This allows us to provide fast, professional assistance 
– from risk and value assessment to choosing a suitable insurance com-
pany and, of course, processing of claims.

Carefree coverage for your vacation residence

Enjoy your vacation villa, weekend home or vacation home without wor-
ries, by taking out a vacation home insurance policy. Your retreat should 
give you one thing above all else: rest and relaxation! Damages in a vaca-
tion home that is not occupied can go unnoticed for a long time, resulting 
in high financial burdens.

 9 Inclusion of high-quality furnishings for household contents and 
buildings

 9 Coverage of high insured sums

 9 Coverage of indoor and outdoor pools

 9 Covers all damage to the building (with few exceptions)

 9 Covers jewelry and watches in a safe at the vacation residence

 9 Can be extended to include art coverage module

Individual coverage options

360° Service

• Direct contact person

• In-house art expertise

• Risk analysis and security check

• Neutral, independent consultation

• Special on-demand concepts

• Individual insurance solutions

• Individual price and service optimization

Custom-tailored coverage for privately owned vacation homes abroad, 
in accordance with German standards

Imagine the following scenario: Instead of a cozy retreat, you arrive to a 
vacation home that is flooded by water that has been leaking from a burst 
pipe for days. More expensive than the actual repair of the burst pipe is 
the consequential damage, such as renovation and follow-up costs for 
the repair of the building’s structural fabric. In the event of damage, you 
receive a claim that is processed in German and according to German 
standards. Since the terms of the policy are also in German, you can easi-
ly determine the extent of your coverage.


